How To Install Backtrack 5 Dual Boot—Tutorial

On a previous article you have seen that how to install backtrack5 on the entire hard disk by using USB device, if you want to use other operating system like windows with backtrack so for this purpose you can make virtual machine or you can simply use dual boot technique. In this article I will discuss how to make dual boot to use Linux (backtrack 5) with windows.

The overall method of installation is same as discussed before but the step in which you have to mention the partition is change because of dual boot, for this technique it is assume that you have installed windows on your entire disk and you want to make a partition to install backtrack 5 as well, backtrack 5 is not necessary you can use this technique to install any other version and distro of Linux.

Now I am going to show you how to do this, first of all make back up of your windows installer, if you are using USB to boot backtrack than first learn how to make USB click here.

After successfully boot
• Start backtrack installer
• Select your language
• Select your geographical location
• Choose your keyboard layout, or leave it on a default means USA
• Now the next window is to make partition select “Install them side by side, choosing between them each startup” than click forward.
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On the next window confirm the setting for your hard disk. Than check all the install component and click on install. As discussed on previous article that when the installation reaches at 99% it takes some time so do not worry about it. Press the restart button. On the next boot your computer will ask you to choose a operating system

Do not forget the default username root and password toor, and do not forget to change them.

Now you are able to run backtrack5 with windows XP, windows 7 and Windows Vista.

Note: If you want to learn more about Linux (Backtrack) and Windows based Penetration testing, you might want to subscribe our RSS feed and Email Subscription or become our Facebook fan! You will get all the latest updates at both the places.
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Is there a way to rename the bootloader to not read "Ubuntu, with Linux 2.6.38" and have it actually read Backtrack 5 R1

2 days ago in reply to revisualize

Sahand Shamal Taher

It can't be that simple!

3 days ago

Lion heart

There is not option to install them side by side.
i m using BTS R1 gnome.
thanks in advnce.
lion

1 month ago

rockstar

I hav tried the above but dont see any side by side option,plese help

1 month ago
One more thing, can you please tell me about the distribution means, is it GNOME or KDE?

So many people claim this and to be frank it would be an error on your distribution try to download other version, like Bt5 r1 has been released.

merci bq ^^ ;)

I followed all the instructions but after installing it I didn't get the boot choice windows 7 loads automatically, again, I don't get the option to chose an operating system. Help!

Something had wrong with your installation process, on the partition window try to set a require memory for both operating system.

After installation when you open your Bt5 it requires login name enter the name you will see the name and than it will ask about password type toor make sure caps-look, you would not see anything just type it and press enter ..it will work because it is tested...

@Ethical
Didn't work because I can't type anything by password and hit enter and he said can't login.

After username the second step will ask you to enter password but when you type something than the command window show nothing, do not worry just type toor and press enter.....

Cheers.

I can type a login name but by the password I can't type anything.
Wow......... You solved my problem.....
Thnks....... :-)
3 months ago
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